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ABSTRACT 
 

The nodes in the ad-hoc network are not static. They are mobile in nature, connected and communicate 
using wireless links. The mobility of the nodes makes the topology of the ad-hoc network to be dynamic in 
nature. This dynamic nature of the ad-hoc network causes frequent link failures and indeed packet losses and 
delays. The transport layer protocols like TCP misinterprets the packet losses due to link failures as loss due to 
congestion. So, in this paper we propose a procedure in which we reduce the number of acknowledgments, 
maintains buffer at each node, messages to communicate regarding the route/link failures and detection of link 
failure using signal strength. The simulation results show that the performance of the proposed work improves 
the performance of the general TCP.  
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Introduction 
 

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) (Transmission Control Protocol,” 1981) was designed to provide 
reliable end-to-end delivery of data over unreliable networks. In theory, TCP should be independent of the 
technology of the underlying infrastructure. In particular, TCP should not care whether the Internet Protocol (IP) 
is running over wired or wireless connections. In practice, it does matter because most TCP deployments have 
been carefully designed based on assumptions that are specific to wired networks. Ignoring the properties of 
wireless transmission can lead to TCP implementations with poor performance. 

The following TCP versions: Tahoe, Reno, Newreno, and Vegas perform differently in Ad hoc networks (S. 
Xu and T. Saadawi, 2002). However, all these versions suffer from the same problem of inability to distinguish 
between packet losses due to congestion from losses due to the specific features of Ad hoc networks. 

The performance of TCP degrades in Ad hoc networks. This is because TCP has to face new challenges due 
to several reasons specific to these networks: lossy channels, hidden and exposed stations, path asymmetry, 
network partitions, route failures, and power constraints. 

The topology of an ad-hoc network changes every time a mobile host's movement results in establishment 
of new wireless links (mobile host moves within the range of another) or link disconnections (mobile host 
moves out of the range of another which was within its range). The rate of topology change is dependent on the 
extent of mobility of the hosts and the transmission range of the hosts. Routes are heavily dependent on the 
relative location of MHs. Hence, routes may be repeatedly invalidated in a sporadic and arbitrary fashion due to 
the mobility of hosts. 

Mobility in ad hoc networks causes frequent link failures, which in turn causes packet losses. TCP attributes 
these packet losses to congestion. This incorrect inference results in frequent TCP retransmission time-outs and 
therefore degradation in TCP performance even at light loads. TCP performs poorly in wireless ad hoc networks 
as demonstrated in (Chandran, K.; et al., 1998; G. Holland and N. Vaidya, 1999; J. Liu and S. Singh, 2001; S. 
Xu and T. Saadawi, 2002; S. Kopparty, et al., 2002; V. Anantharaman and R. Sivakumar, 2002). The main 
reason for this poor performance is a high level of packet losses and a resulting high number of TCP 
retransmission time-outs. First, a node drops a packet if it cannot forward the packet to the next hop of the route 
on which the packet is to be relayed, as the next hop node has moved out of transmission range. A second reason 
for packet loss is congestion in the shared medium. While congestion can degrade the observed performance of 
TCP even in wire-line networks, mobility causes a degradation of performance of TCP in ad hoc networks even 
at very light loads. 
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A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a special type of wireless networks. It consists of a collection of 
mobile nodes that are capable of communicating with each other without help from a fixed infrastructure. Nodes 
within each other's radio range communicate directly via wireless links, while those that are far apart use other 
nodes as relays in a multi-hop routing fashion. The typical applications of MANETs include conferences or 
meetings, emergency operations such as disaster rescue, and battlefield communications. 

By examining the TCP’s performance studies over MANETs and SANETs, (Al Hanbali, A et al., 2005) 
identified the following four major problems: (i) TCP is unable to distinguish between losses due to route 
failures and network congestion. (ii) TCP suffers from frequent route failures. (iii) the contention on the wireless 
channel. (iv) TCP unfairness. The first two problems are the main causes of TCP performance degradation in 
MANETs, and the other two problems are the main causes of TCP performance degradation in SANETs (Al 
Hanbali, A et al., 2005). 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) (W. Richard Stevens 1994) is a reliable, connection-oriented, full-
duplex, transport protocol widely used in wired networks. TCP’s flow and congestion control mechanisms are 
based upon the assumption that packet loss is an indication of congestion. 

While this assumption holds in wired networks, it does not hold in the case of mobile wireless networks. In 
addition to congestion, a transport protocol in an ad hoc network must handle mobility induced disconnection 
and reconnection, route change-induced packet out-of-order delivery for mobile hosts, and error/contention 
prone wireless transmissions. Reaction to these events might require transport control actions different from 
congestion control. TCP assumes that network congestion has happened whenever a packet is lost. It then 
invokes appropriate congestion control actions including window size reduction. Although this assumption is 
reasonable for wired networks, it is questionable for wireless networks especially MANETs. Other than 
congestion, possible causes of packet losses in MANETs include, wireless link errors, MAC layer losses due to 
channel contention, and link breakages due to node mobility. All those causes that are not related to congestion 
can result in unnecessary congestion control, which will degrade the TCP performance. 

Unlike wired networks, some unique characteristics of mobile ad hoc networks seriously deteriorate TCP 
performance. These characteristics include the unpredictable wireless channels due to fading and interference, 
the vulnerable shared media access due to random access collision, the hidden terminal problem and the exposed 
terminal problem, and the frequent route breakages due to node mobility (Seyed Mohsen Mirhosseini and 
Fatemeh Torgheh 2011). Undoubtedly, all of these pose great challenges on TCP to provide reliable end-to-end 
communications in mobile ad hoc networks.  

Ad-hoc networks have been studied extensively in the context of routing and a number of routing protocols 
have been proposed for ad-hoc networks including distance vector schemes (Perkins, C. et al., 1994), link 
reversal (Corson, S., et al., 1996), TORA (Park, V.,D., and Corson, M., 1997), dynamic source routing (Johnson, 
D., B., and Maltz, D., 1996), routing using a virtual backbone (Das, B., et al., 1997), zone routing (Hass, Z.J. 
1997) and cluster based routing (Krishna, P., et al., 1995). 

TCP is a reliable, stream-oriented transport layer protocol which has been designed for use over fixed 
networks like the Internet (Comer, D. 1991). It has been established that packet error/loss rates over the Internet 
due to transmission errors are of the order of 1% (Jacobson, V 1988). In other words, packets are rarely lost. 
Route failures and disruptions are very infrequent as the network is fixed. Therefore, packet loss, which is 
detected by TCP as a timeout, is interpreted to be a symptom of congestion in the network. In response, TCP 
invokes congestion control mechanisms (Jacobson, V 1988; Karn, P., and Patridge, C. 1987, Shenker, S., and 
Zhang, L. 1999). In other words, TCP cannot distinguish between congestion on the one hand and packet loss 
due to transmission errors or route failures on the other. This inability of TCP to distinguish between two 
distinct problems exhibiting the same symptom will result in performance degradation in ad-hoc networks, as 
described later in the section. 

In an ad-hoc network, packet losses are frequent in the error-prone wireless medium. However, the effect of 
these losses can be reduced using reliable link layer protocols. Route failures, which can occur frequently and 
unpredictably during the lifetime of a transport session, depending on the relative motion of MHs in the network, 
are more difficult to handle. In general, whenever the mobility of an MH invalidates a route, the re-
establishment of the route by the underlying routing protocol takes a finite amount of time. During this period of 
time, no packet can reach the destination through the existing route. This will result in the queuing and possible 
loss of packets/acknowledgements, which will be interpreted by the transport protocol at the source as 
congestion. 

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) (Comer, D. 1991) is widely used in the current Internet as the reliable 
end-to-end transport protocol. However, earlier research works (A. Bakre and B. Badrinath, 1995; H. 
Balakrishnan et al., 1995; Chandran, K.; et al., 1998; R. Cacares and L. Iftode, 1994) had confirmed that TCP 
cannot be directly applied to wireless networks due to the presence of the time-varying link characteristics and 
node mobility issues. If a TCP source does not receive the acknowledgement packets from the destination in a 
timely fashion, timeout events for the transmitted segments will occur. TCP assumes that congestion has 
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occurred within the network and initiates the congestion control procedures. In general, TCP implements two 
phases for congestion control, namely: (a) slow start, and (b) congestion avoidance. 

TCP slow start is a process through which the source initiates data transmission. However at a certain point, 
the buffering and processing limits of intermediate routers in the route are reached and packets will then be 
dropped. Congestion avoidance, on the other hand, provides the means for the source to deal with lost packets. 
The source detects congestion occurrences according to two indications of packet losses: (a) when a timeout 
occurs, and (b) when duplicate ACKs are received. Currently, there are two widely used variants of TCP that 
can handle the abovementioned problems: (a) TCP Tahoe (Jacobson, V. 1988), and (b) TCP Reno (W. Stevens, 
1997). 

 
Background: 

 
In (T. Dyer and R. Boppana, 2001), Dyer and Boppana report simulation results on the performance of TCP 

Reno over three different routing protocols (AODV (C. Perkins, et al., 2003), DSR (D. Johnson, et al., 2033;), 
ADV (R. Boppana and S. Konduru, 2001)). It is found that ADV performs well under a variety of mobility 
patterns and topologies. Furthermore, they propose an heuristic technique called fixed RTO to improve the 
performance of on-demand routing protocols (AODV and DSR). 

In (S. Xu and T. Saadawi, 2002), Xu and Saadawi study the performance of TCP Tahoe, Reno, New Reno, 
Sack and Vegas4 over the multi-hop chain topology in the case where the IEEE 802.11 protocol is used. It is 
shown that TCP Vegas delivers the better performance and does not suffer from instability. 

In (S. Xu and T. Saadawi, 2001; K. Tang and M. Gerla, 1999), the authors study how the TCP connections 
share the bandwidth of the channel in the context of Ad hoc network. They report some unfair bandwidth 
sharing using the actual MAC 802.11 in a multi-hop communication environment. 

Xu et al. in (K. Xu, et al., 2003) report that RED (S. Floyd and V. Jacobson, 1993) did not solve TCP’s 
unfairness in Ad hoc networks. The reason is that congestion does not happen in a single node, but in an entire 
area involving multiple nodes. So, the local packet queue at any single node cannot completely reflect the 
network congestion state. For this reason, they define a new distributed queue that contains all packets whose 
transmissions will affect the node transmission in addition to its own packets. 

Mechanisms to reduce the number of packet losses are proposed in (Fabius Klemm, et al., 2004). These 
mechanisms are based on signal strength measurements at the physical layer. Based on these signal strength 
measurements, when a node fails to communicate with a neighbor, the MAC layer at the node estimate whether 
the failure is due to congestion or due to the neighbor moving out of range. If the MAC layer deems that the 
neighbor has just moved out of range, then, it stimulates the physical layer to increase the transmission power 
and attempts to temporarily keep the link to the neighbor alive. It also prompts the routing layer to search for a 
new route. The signal strength measurements can also be used to predict possible link failures to a neighbor that 
is about to move out of range. Thus, if the measurements indicate that the signal strength is diminishing and the 
link is likely to break, a search for a new route can be proactively initiated before the link actually fails. While 
searching for the new route, the routing layer should take care to avoid temporary high power links as well as 
weak links The use of signal strength and a count of the transmitted packets in the local neighborhood (nodes 
can overhear other packet transmissions) can provide an estimate of whether there is congestion in the local 
vicinity of a node. 

Various approaches have been proposed to improve TCP performance at the transport layer (Chandran, K.; 
et al., 1998; Dongkyun Kim; et al., 2000; G. Holland and N. Vaidya, 1999; J. Liu and S. Singh, 2001; T. Dyer 
and R. Boppana, 2001; K. Sundaresan, et al., 2003). In (Chandran, K.; et al., 1998; Dongkyun Kim; et al., 2000; 
G. Holland and N. Vaidya,  1999; J. Liu and S. Singh  2001) explicit link failure notifications are used to freeze 
TCP state upon the occurrence of a route failure. 

A fixed-RTO approach is proposed in (T. Dyer and R. Boppana, 2001) to deal with packet losses due to link 
failures and route changes. In (K. Sundaresan, et al., 2003), a new transport layer protocol that is based on end-
to-end rate control is proposed. Various mechanisms have also been proposed to improve TCP performance at 
the routing layer (C. Cordeiro, et al., 2002; S. Kopparty, et al., 2002; V. Anantharaman and R. Sivakumar, 2002; 
H. Lim, K. Xu and M. Gerla, 2003; T. Goff, et al., 2001). 

In (S. Kopparty, et al., 2002), the authors propose to split long TCP sessions into multiple segments. By 
doing so, even if a link failure occurs in one of these segments, data flow can be sustained on other segments. In 
(H. Lim, K. Xu and M. Gerla, 2003), it is shown that the use of multiple paths, concurrently, does not help in 
improving TCP performance. The authors of (H. Lim, K. Xu and M. Gerla, 2003) propose using the shortest 
path as the primary path and the shortest delay path as a backup path to improve TCP performance. In (T. Goff, 
et al., 2001), it is observed that a preemptive routing scheme, in which, link failures are predicted before they 
actually break, can improve TCP performance. In (Z. Fu, et al., 2003), the authors propose Link-RED and 
adaptive-pacing approaches for improving TCP performance. The Link-RED mechanism marks or drops 
packets when the number of MAC layer retries exceeds a certain threshold, which in turn is taken to be an 
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indication of congestion. The adaptive-pacing approach introduces an additional MAC layer delay equal to one 
packet transmission time in order to alleviate inter-packet interference. 

Ad-hoc networks consist of a set of mobile hosts that communicate using wireless links, without the use of 
other communication support facilities (such as base stations). The topology of an ad-hoc network changes due 
to the movement of mobile hosts, which may lead to sudden packet losses and delays. Transport protocols like 
TCP, which have been built mainly for fixed networks, misinterpret this loss as congestion and invoke 
congestion control. This leads to unnecessary retransmissions and loss of throughput. 

To overcome this problem, a feedback scheme is proposed (Chandran, K.; et al., 1998), whereby the source 
can distinguish between route failure and network congestion. The main idea is to inform the source by a Route 
Failure Notification(RFN) when the route is disrupted allowing the source to freeze its timers and stop sending 
packets (new or retransmitted) as long as the source cannot reach the destination. When the route is re-
established, the source, on being informed through a Route Re-establishment Notification (RRN), resumes by 
un-freezing timers and continuing packet transmissions. 

A new mechanism that improves TCP performance in a wireless ad hoc network where each node can 
buffer ongoing packets during a route disconnection and re-establishment is proposed in (Dongkyun Kim; et al., 
2000). In addition to distinguishing network congestion from route disconnection due to node mobility, new 
measures are incorporated  to deal with reliable transmission of important control messages and exploitation of 
TCP fast recovery procedures. 

Recently, most proposals for improving TCP performance have focused on the cellular-type wireless 
network (last-hop wireless network) (R. Cacares and L. Iftode, 1994; A. Seneviratne et al., 1998), 

A new approach, TCP-RC is proposed in (JianXin Zhou; et al., 2003), which re-compute cwnd and  sthresh 
for the TCP connection after route is reconstructed, thus it can adjust the TCP transmission rate adaptively 
according to current capacity of TCP connection. Consequently, TCP-RC (JianXin Zhou; et al., 2003) lowers 
possibility of bursty traffic and avoids invoking congestion control under situation of high network load. 

In TCP-F (TCP-Feedback) (Chandran, K.; et al., 1998), a source can be in an ‘active’ state or a ‘snooze’ 
state. In ‘active’ state, transport is controlled by standard TCP. As soon as an intermediate node detects a link 
failure, it explicitly sends a route failure notification (RFN) packet to the source. After receiving the RFN, the 
source goes into the ‘snooze’ state by stopping sending further packets and freezing the values of state variables 
such as retransmission timer and congestion window size. The source remains in the ‘snooze’ state until it is 
notified of the route reconstruction through a route reconstruction notification (RRN) packet from an 
intermediate node. Then it enters ‘active’ state again. TCP-ELFN (Explicit Link Failure Notification) (G. 
Holland and N. Vaidya, 1999) is another technique based’on feedback. The objective is to provide the TCP 
source with information about route failures so that it canavoid responding to the route failures as if congestion 
happened. When a TCP source receives an ELFN, it disables its retransmission timers and enters a ‘stand-by’ 
mode. A packet is sent periodically to probe the network to see if a route has been established. After receiving a 
new acknowledgement (implying a new route has been reconstructed). the source leaves the 'stand-by' mode, 
restores its retransmission timers and continues TCP transmission as normal.  

The Fixed RTO (T. Dyer and R. Boppana, 2001) technique does not rely on the feedback from lower layers. 
In fact, a heuristic mechanism was employed to distinguish route failures and congestion. When timeouts occur 
consecutively, the source assumes a route failure happened rather than network congestion. The 
unacknowledged packet is retransmitted again but the RTO (retransmission timeout) is not doubled a second 
time. The RTO remains fixed until the route is reestablished and the retransmitted packet is acknowledged. 
DOOR (F. Wang and Y. G. Zhang, 2002) is another heuristic approach, which detect route failure/change by 
analyzing the order of sequence number of data packet/acknowledgement at TCP send and TCP receiver 
respectively, and take corresponding action such as temporarily disabling congestion control or instant recovery. 

 
Proposed work: 

 
In this paper, we improve the performance of the TCP over Adhoc networks by signal strength, maintaining 

buffer at each node and reducing the number of acknowledgments which in turn reduces the congestion in the 
network. In the Adhoc networks, as the nodes are mobile in nature, TCP may interpret the packet loss due to 
link failure also as packet loss due to congestion. So, here we first try to resolve this confusion. The signal 
strength of the mobile nodes is used to measure the link stability. When it is observed that there is a high 
probability of link failure, then new route is discovered. If suddenly, route failure occurs, then the packets sent 
by the sender are buffered by an intermediate node and the route re-discovery process will be carried out. Route 
re-discovery process is a general one by sending beacon messages to the node in the network. So, the procedure 
for route re-discovery is not dealt in detail in this paper. If the new route is not found before the buffer is full, 
then route failure notification is sent to the sender which will be in stable state until the route re-established 
message is received from the effected node. If the new route is found before the buffer is full, then the process 
of forwarding the packets will be done in normal way. To reduce the number of acknowledgments, we define a 
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parameter, delay window. Delay window is the number of packets that generate one ACK packet. In this paper 
we maintain this delay window as dynamic parameter. Initially, the ACK is sent for every packet. The delay 
window size is increased in frequent intervals of time. It means that number of ACK packets is reduced. As it is 
not advisable to reduce the ACK to a great extent which loses the guaranteed delivery property of TCP, the 
maximum delay window limit is maintained.  

 
Process based on signal strength: 

 
When the packets are sent from the sender 
Is signal strength low? 
Initialize route re-discovery process 
Is new route discovered? 
Forward the packets in the new route. 
Else 
Initialize the route failure process. 
 

Route failure process: 
 
If route failure then 
Is buffer full? 
Send the route failure notification to the sender 
Else 
Buffer the packets 
 
Process reducing the number of ACK’s: 
 
The packet are transmitted by the sender 
delay window = delay window + i 
do congestion occurs? 
Delay window = delay window – i 
 

Performance Analysis: 
 

The Performance Metrics: 
 

A. Throughput: 
 
Throughput is the classical performance metric and it provided an indication of how much data the TCP 

layer can transmit receive per second. 
 

B. Percentage of ACK’s sent: 
 
This parameter gives the percentage of ACK packets sent by the receiver to the sender and shows how 

much percentage has been reduced which in turn helps in reduction of congestion. 
 

C. Percentage of re-transmitted Packets: 
 
This parameter gives the percentage of packets re-transmitted when failed during the previous transmissions. 
 

D. Route re-establishment delay: 
 
This gives the delay in re-establishing the new route to continue the transmission of packets. 
 

Simulation Results: 
 
The simulation is done for the proposed work in NS-2. The scenario used for the testing process is shown in 

Fig. 1. The communication among the nodes is shown in the scenario given in Fig. 2. Consider a network in a 
1000m x 1000m square area with a fixed 20 mobile nodes. The speed of the packet transfer can be adjusted with 
the required speed such as 2m/s, 1m/s, etc. the nodes are randomly placed in the network. The mobility factor is 
considered to be random for different nodes, i.e the speed of the mobiles is varied from 10 to 50. 
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Table 1: Simulation Parameters 
S.No. Parameters Value 
1 Simulation duration 100 seconds 
2 Topology 1000m  * 1000 m 
3 Transmission range 250 m 
4 Node Movement model Random waypoint model 
5 Traffic type CBR (UDP) 
6 Data payload 512 bytes 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: nam window shows the output under normal mode.  

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Communication among the nodes 
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Fig. 3: Comparison of TCP and the proposed system in terms of Throughput 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of TCP and the proposed system in terms of retransmitted packets 

 
Fig. 3 and 4 show the behavior of TCP and the proposed system as a function of Route R-establishment 

Delay (RRD). We observe that, for low RRD values, TCP and the proposed system show less difference in 
behavior. For low RRD values, loss packets will be less. But this is also still reduced because of the buffering 
system. As the number of packet losses are reduced, throughput increases and as a result the number of 
retransmissions will be reduced. However, as the RRD values increases, more packets are tend to lost in TCP. In 
the proposed system, number of acknowledgments is reduced, so, the loss of acknowledgments is also reduced. 
There will be a noticeable difference in behavior of the proposed system, as RRD values increases. As the TCP 
is slow-start, it is unable to resume to normal transmission after the route is re-established. This is major 
disadvantage of TCP which degrades the performance in terms of throughput. The route failure notification, 
route re-established messages, buffering mechanism helps the proposed system to improve the performance 
especially which shows better immediately after the route failures.  
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Fig. 5: Comparison of TCP and the proposed system in terms of delivery rate 

 
Delivery rate is defined as the ratio of the number of segments sent successfully to the receiver and the 

number of segments buffered and waiting to be sent at the source. The performance of the proposed system is 
better than TCP in terms of delivery rate as shown in Fig. 5. The performance is improved, as the pre-estimation 
of link failure is done. On route failure also, packets sent by the sender are buffered and fast restart of 
transmission takes place in the proposed system. But in TCP, the packets are lost when there is a route failure 
and the slow start process of TCP reduced the delivery rate.  
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Fig. 6: Comparison of TCP and the proposed system in terms of Acknowledgment packets sent 

 
The percentage of acknowledgment packets is less in the case of proposed system as the parameter delay 

window is considered. Initially, the number of acknowledgment will be almost same in the case of TCP and the 
proposed system. As the delay window size is increased, the number of acknowledgments is reduced in the 
proposed system. The performance comparison in terms of Percentage of ACK sent vs Number of packets sent 
is shown in Fig. 6.  
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